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IKt?ORMAL RIWORT BY MR. AZCARATR 

The CHAIIQ'IRN welcomed Mr. Azcarate (Leputy Principal Secretary) on his 

return f'r~m Palestine and invited him to Give an off-the-record account of 

the situation in Palestine. 

Mr, AZCARATE (Deputy Principnl Secretary) made a lengthy statement on 

the general. situation in Palestine us it appeared to him while he was there, 

In the course of his statement he paid a warm tribute to the members of the 

Advance Party, and stressed the fine spirit which, under the difficult 

circumstances in which they had to live, they had shown both in respect to 
their work and their relations with each other, 

CONSIDRRATION 03' !I93 C~UEXION 03' THE RIZIXSE 03' STERLING BAJIAXES 

The CHAIRMAN stated that provision had to be made for the release of an 

amount of sterlin@ sufficient to cover Palestinican imports during the period 

folloWklC; 13 Iday. He informed the Commission that the Secretariat was 

Preparing; a workinL1;-paper in which the Secretariat would calculate a reasonable 

amount on which to base the Commission's negotiations with the United Kingdom 

ihmmment respecting; the release of sterling balances to meet Palestinian 

j,,, !~\~impor~r~~~~quirerne~~ts i!! 1 I /I .4! during the period of 15 MJ~ to 1 October, 

/Mr. RE~MAN 
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Mr ,, IL3ElXDI.m (Setiiar &oncmiC Adviser j ex~&~&bd that the calculations 

would be made on certain assumptions tihich might or might not prove to be 

correct but which could not be avoid.ed. 

The first assumption wa s that the rate of imports would continue to be 

more or less the same as it had been for a similar period during the previous 

year. 

A second assumption was that the imports woKLd be distributed as between 

hard and soft currency areas in the same proportions as they had been in the 

previous period. He explained certain difficulties that might possibly arise 

in this connection, difficulties resulting frcm the fact that Palestine Would, 

after 15 May, be completely outside the sterling area. Ilowever, in making 
the calculations the Secretariat would have to work on the assumption that 

the distribution of imports as between the hard and soft currency ‘areas would 

remain the same as it had been in the past. 

The third assurn$zj.on was that prices would remain at the present level. 
The CBKlZW4II request4 IiQ, Reedman to transmit to Mr. Hoofien of the 

Jewish Agency a copy of the working-paper which was being prepared when it 

was ready. 

It was agreed that Nr. Hoofien would be invited to attend that meeting 

of the Commission at which the working-paper was 
discussed and to make his 

comments on the -cJorking- paper. 

The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m. 
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